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Radio for Rwanda raises awareness about global health

(From Bottom Left) Junior Peter Raffel, host of “On Patrol,” and sophomores Michael Felzan, Will Fraser, and Nate Rosenfeld in the12-hour “Radio for Rwanda” marathon.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

Mackenzie Rech
Web Manager

____________________________________

This past Sunday, May 25
Lawrence’s radio station WLFM
collaborated with Globe Med to
host the second annual “Radio for
Rwanda,” a 12-hour radio marathon hosted by “On Patrol with
Peter Raffel.”
The marathon ran from noon

to midnight and raised a grand
total of $3,335. The money raised
goes to fund Globe Med’s partner in Kigali, Rwanda, Health
Development Initiative or HDI.
This program works to facilitate
sexual and reproductive health
education in Rwanda.
The idea came about last year
when Peter Raffel, host of WLFM’s
weekly show “On Patrol,” had a

desire to do a community based
event to bring together various
aspects of campus while supporting a cause.
Last year, $3,333 was raised
to support the HDI program in
Rwanda. Raffel was somewhat
apprehensive about repeating the
event and living up to the huge
success that occurred last year,
but ultimately decided to do it

ber of Kappa Kappa Gamma. She
was living in New York City at the
time of her arrest.
McMillan was supporting the
6-month mark of the Occupy Wall
Street Movement in New York on
the night of March 17, 2012. She
attempted to leave Zuccotti park
after evacuation orders when a
policeman grabbed her breast
from behind. McMillan swung her
elbow backward and struck him
in the eye before suffering a seizure, bruises and a broken rib.
The officer suffered headaches
and a swollen eye.
Seventy-three people were
arrested in the park that night,
and McMillan’s case is one of
2,600 prosecutions against members of Occupy Wall Street. Law
enforcement sources say she

refused a deal to plead guilty to
the assault in exchange for a recommendation that she not receive
jail time, but McMillan denies ever
being offered the deal. She said
she would have still chosen to go
to trial, according to The Village
Voice.
In total, 9 of the 12 jurors
and hundreds of supporters wrote
Judge Zweibel, asking for leniency
in her prison sentence or no sentence at all. Names like Lauren
Mayberry, Spike Jonze and others wrote Zweibel in support as
well. Pussy Riot members Nadya
Tolokonnikova and Maria Masha
Alyokhina to paid her a visit at
Rikers Island where she was held
until sentencing. McMillan is con-

again.
“I was pretty nervous about
doing it again just because I didn’t
think there was anyway we can
raise that much money, that’s a
crazy amount of money. But as
soon as I came back to campus
from being abroad people started asking ‘Are you going to do it
again?’
“Last year was so amazing

and there was such an energy
to it that was incredible and so I
was like well I definitely have to,”
Raffel said.
This year’s event not only
managed to raise exactly 2 dollars
more, but also engaged a broader
audience in terms of donations.

See page 12

Occupy Wall Street newsmaker Cecily McMillan LUCC creates student task force to
aid in sexual assault prevention
reflects on experiences at Lawrence
Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

_______________________

THIS

WEEK

Lawrence alumna and activist Cecily McMillan ’10, was found
guilty of assaulting a New York
police officer and sentenced on
May 19 to three months in prison
in addition to 5 years probation
and community service. She initially faced seven years of prison
time for Class D second-degree
assault of a police officer.
McMillan, 25, is a graduate
student at the New School for
Social Research and Northeast
Regional Organizer at Democratic
Socialists for America. While at
Lawrence, she was a government
and theater double major with an
education certification, and mem-
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Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

______________________

Student Alliance Against
Sexual Harassment and Assault
(SAASHA) is a new task force put
into place by LUCC. Created by
senior Elizabeth Vidulich and
sophomores Hannah Shryer and
Corby Johnson.
Earlier in the year, these students placed posters around campus asking students to respond to
whether or not Lawrence’s sexual
assault policy works. With these
results, they went to President
Burstein.
Currently, many programs
on campus are in place to deal
with sexual assault. SAASHA
plans on implementing a different
approach to these same issues.

“Our goals are to facilitate
prevention because it is such
a basic safety requirement,”
explained Shryer.
Unlike
SHARB,
Sexual
Harassment Assault Research
Board, which is focused on the
disciplinary aspects of sexual violence, SAASHA aims to focus on
prevention. Also, SAASHA is comprised of students unlike SHARB,
which is mainly faculty members
who have full time jobs.
“[SAASHA] peaks the interest of the activist side of campus,”
begins Jack Canfield, President of
LUCC, “It is geared toward students who are interested in making change on campus as opposed
to dealing with what already happened on campus.”

See page 2
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Non-suicidal self-injury talk focuses on educating the community
Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

_______________________

In order to further understanding of the reasons behind a
behavior that affects a shocking
number of early adolescents and
college students, Dr. Lori Michelle
Hilt, Associate Professor of
Psychology hosted her presentation “Understanding Non-suicidal
Self-injury: Why Do People Hurt
Themselves?” on the evening of
Thursday, May 22 in the Esch
Hurvis Studio. It was held in
honor of May being Mental Health
Awareness month and sponsored
by The NorthEast Wisconsin
(NEW) Mental Health Connection
and WelLU.
Non-suicidal
self-injury
involves the deliberate destruction of one’s body tissue without
suicidal intention. Hilt covered
the definition of non-suicidal selfinjury (NSSI), who does it, how it
might start, and why it continues
by elaborating on new research.
The presentation also included information on recognizing
warning signs of the behavior as
well as resources for peers and
parents.
The idea for the public presentation sprang out of a talk
held last month at Lawrence by
Dr. Thomas E. Joiner on “Why
People Die by Suicide,” also sponsored by the NEW Mental Health

Connection. At Joiner’s talk, the
question of how NSSI relates to
suicide came up and sparked the
idea to hold a more specific event
on the subject.
“We wanted to really bring
awareness to mental health and
mental illness and to hopefully
increase some education around
it in our community,” said Amanda
Matthews, The Executive Director
of NEW.
Among her wide range of
achievements, Hilt is a practicing
psychologist who has published
research on non-suicidal self-injury and co-edited the ‘Handbook of
Depression in Adolescents.’ Her
work has focused on rumination.
NSSI is not a distinct disorder
such as depression, but can occur
in the context of a mental disorder. Self-injurers do not intend
to commit suicide, but people
who self-injure are at a 10 times
greater risk of making a suicide
attempt than a non-injurer most
likely because they have “greater
disregard” for their body.
In a community sample,
25-35% of college students and
1-4% of adults reported doing this
behavior. People who are transgender or LGBTQ+, are at about a
2.5 times higher risk of self-injury
as well.
Hilt suggested NSSI starts
due to multiple factors. Many
young adults and teens begin
because it is one of the only ways
they know how to regulate their

In other news
LUCC Representative Elections

LUCC’s elected officials for the 2014-2015 school year were
announced this week. This year’s elections were the first under
the new LUCC election regulations. Representation is now vested
in four members of each class, a change from the previous district system, which designated representation based on campus
residence. LUCC president and senior Jack Canfield believes this
new system was responsible for the jump in interest in running
for a seat. Whereas this past year’s seats were not even filled,
sixteen rising freshmen ran for the four sophomore class seats
for next year. Other changes include the slate system, where representatives who will not be on campus all three terms can run
in conjunction with another person who will fill their spot while
gone. LUCC representatives will also now start at the beginning of
fall term, instead of waiting till fourth week. Freshmen will have a
separate election mid-fall term.
by Chelsea Johnson, Staff Writer
Catherine Kautsky delivers final Convocation of the year
On Thursday May 29th, piano professor Catherine Kautsky
presented at this year’s honors convocation, giving a talk titled
“Whispered Doubts and Shouted Convictions: What are These
Composers Saying?” Her address explored how composers
express themselves through music, how they share their convictions, struggles, and fallibility. Kautsky moved from patriotic music with a clear message to music that expresses doubts.
Students receiving university awards were also recognized at the
honors convocation.
by Chelsea Johnson, Staff Writer
Open forum held about smoking and vaping on campus
LUCC’s Student Welfare Committee held an open forum
about the Lawrence University smoking policy. The committee, in
part, held this forum as a way of gauging the feelings of the community in regards to smoking and vaping on campus. This discussion was aimed at defining “smoking” in the campus legislation as
well as how to include electronic cigarettes and vaping in policy.
If the Student Welfare committee decides that the legislation is
ready to be voted on the LUCC general committee will vote on
whether to change the policy Monday, June 2. Smoking policy was
last reviewed during the 2011-2012 school year. This resulted in
the existence of the smoking huts. 
by Rose Nelson, News Editor

Dr. Lori Michelle Hilt speaks about non-suicidial self-injury to Lawrence community.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

emotions.
NSSI is reinforced for some
individuals because every time
they cut it takes away bad feelings, or creates feeling for those
with depression. There is biological evidence that when a person hurts themselves, the brain
release endogynous opiates to
heal the body .
Interpersonal factors are
studied less, but suggest that
those who experience social pain
and punishment from others self-

Task Force

continued from page 1
Though currently just a task
force, LUCC recognize the relevance of SAASHA’s focus and considers the possibility of making
it a standing committee in the
future.
“Unfortunately, I don’t see the
issue of sexual assault and harassment going away any time soon,”
said Canfield, “There is enough to
do that it wouldn’t fit in Student
Welfare or Residence Life.”
LUCC gives SAASHA hopes to

injure.
When Hilt performed a study
with Lawrence students a few
years ago, she found that selfinjurers may be more reactive to
stress and that it might create
higher levels of negative emotion
for them.
High-quality peer relationships buffers kids and young
adults from self-injuring for social
reasons.
There can be several warning
signs. These include cuts, scars,

provide necessary resources and
funding for future projects.
Besides
open
forums,
SAASHA hopes to host bystander
intervention trainings. With time,
these trainings might be required
as a requirement for party registration.
Canfield shares his reservations on attempting to implement
this too quickly.
“There is not a national
standard for bystander training.
Making this mandatory before it
has been well thought out and
tested risks making this training
something that people have to do

World

scratches or bruises as well as
keeping sharp objects on hand,
wearing long sleeves or long
pants to conceal scars, frequent
apparent mishaps or accidents,
suddenly spending lots of time
alone, difficulties in relationships,
and mood changes are all signs
that may indicate an individual is
self-injuring.
It is suggested that those
concerned make referrals to men-

See page 12

instead of something that people
are hopefully interested in doing,”
said Canfield.
Currently, SAASHA meetings
are held to plan for next year.
“Right now [attendance] is
mainly women, which is to be
expected but is also a little unfortunate,” said Canfield, “Everyone
needs to be educated on sexual
assault and violence but the fact
is most of the people committing
sexual violence are men.”
SAASHA meetings are held
every Sunday at 2pm on the fourth
floor of Warch.

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman
Thailand—Thai Army Chief and coup leader Prayuth Chan-Ocha claims endorsement by Thai royalty.
Ukraine—Ukraine retakes Donetsk airport from pro-Russian militants. More than
30 are killed.
Egpyt—Low voter turnout in Egyptian election causes military government to
leave polls open for a third day.
China—China asks banks to remove IBM hardware because of NSA spying concern.
Vatican City—Pope Francis makes plans to meet with a group of sexual abuse
victims in early June.
India—The inauguration of new Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi is attended
by Nawaz Sharif, his Pakistani counterpart, temporarily assuading concerns of potential conflict.
United States—Investigations into the VA’s nationwide system reveal a Phoenixarea Veteran Affairs (VA) hospital kept about 1,700 veterans off the official waiting list.
United States—Three people are stabbed to death and another three shot in
University of California Santa Barbara slayings.
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PolLU

Do you believe the events put up by the Wellness Committee provide adequate and
effective options?
The True and Supreme Voice of
Lawrence University

Specht Pages Declares
War on The Lawrentian

Kohler Hall tipping over.
If Specht Pages and its associates were to take over The
Lawrentian, we would be sure to
make it commercially viable. There
were days when they charged
five cents a paper. In those old
days, The Lawrentian was funded
almost entirely by ads and staffed
by volunteers. There were days
when you could find upwards of
20 ads on a single page. Now,
LUCC spends tens of thousands of
dollars on The Lawrentian to keep
it afloat and the only ads you can
find were made by the university.
In the September 24, 1937
issue of The Lawrentian, the editorial board explained their understanding of what the purpose of
the newspaper should be. “It is
more concerned with presenting
facts for the sake of record and
giving news stories an appealing
human interest touch. That is why
the editors will try to put out a
paper which is more than a newspaper—one which will offer real
opportunities in creative writing.”
Perhaps this would be a good idea
to keep in mind, but perhaps an
even better thought is to imagine
The Lawrentian as a replacement
of our now defunct yearbook.
Finally, headlines have never
been a strength of The Lawrentian.
As we all know, the trick to an
eye catching headline is an exciting action verb: verbs such as:
“declares war,” “breaks,” “burns,”
“curses” and “proclaimed.” Words
like “expands,” “displays,” “shows”
and “visits” are simply not going
to get your attention.
There you have it. The last
and final edition of Specht Pages.
Perhaps now it is time to move on
to bigger and better things... like
The New York Times.
“You heard it first from
Specht Pages!”

QUESTION
MARK

What would be some pieces of advice you
would give to graduating seniors?

Even though
this was the
last year at
Lawrence for
our graduating seniors, it
was my first year, so I have
learned much about Lawrence
through their eyes. If I had one
piece of advice, I would ask
them to be more aggressive

in pursuing their aspirations.
One of the wonderful aspects
of our community is that we
have great deal of humility, but
sometimes we are humble to
a fault. Do not underestimate
your potential.
Go out there and do it!
Lawrence will always be with
you.

Question Mark will resume Fall Term 2014!

No, the events are
inadequate
and/or
ineffective.
4%

Yes, but the committee
can do better.
15%

TOTAL VOTES: 27

To participate in PolLU, go to www.lawrentian.com

Dining in Dairyland

with Kevin Specht

Do you enjoy The Lawrentian?
Is Specht Pages the only reason
you even pick up The Lawrentian?
Hello and welcome to Specht
Pages, the true and supreme
voice of Lawrence University. In
this celebratory 46th issue and
series finale, we will discuss
what changes would take place
if Specht Pages were to take over
The Lawrentian. So sit back, relax,
and allow all of us at Specht Pages
to give our grand farewell.
The most unsettling problem
with The Lawrentian is that many
articles simply report on planned
events on campus rather than
real news. Believe it or not, many
events on campus are not worth
being reported and are not interesting enough to be read about.
Among these are: sports games
that don’t end in a riot, fight, dramatic win, injury or embarrassing loss (albeit, there are quite a
few of those); any book or poetry
reading; concerts that go off without any controversy; or public lectures.
We need to dig real dirt on
students. If we are to make The
Lawrentian interesting, we need
to resort to pure gossip and
rumors regarding students, faculty and staff. We can send in
spies to parties and J-Board meetings. Additionally, we can send
our associates to the commons on
Saturday and Sunday mornings to
listen to people tell stories about
the prior night and the respective
drunken stupor. Perhaps some
weeks, if necessary, we can simply
tell outright lies about people.
Additionally, we would do
whatever possible to create news.
We could encourage binge-drinking to bring about more reportable stories. Or we could set situations up on campus, like a rope
that says “do not pull,” that would
send off a chain reaction ending in

Yes, the events are
adequate and effective.
41%

I do not know
what the Wellness
Committee does.
41%

Tabbouleh

Tabbouleh is the perfect summer dish. It is fresh, tangy, filling and healthy. I do warn you,
though, since tabbouleh is such
a simple dish, the better the
quality of your ingredients, the
better it will taste. Try to get
really good tomatoes—fresh,
juicy and organic if possible—
and get nice crisp cucumbers.
Although any olive oil will
technically work, if you have
some strong olive oil that has
a lot of flavor, use it! It will give
the tabbouleh flavor instead of
just making it greasy. A final
note: please don’t use quinoa.
It may not be unhealthy, but it
is overrated and it is the root
of some thorny ethical problems. Bulgur is pretty tasty, fun
to say and easier than quinoa
to cook.

Dining in Dairyland
brought to you by
Susannah Miller

Ingredients
•
½ cup dry bulgur wheat
•
1 cup boiling water
•
1 large handful flat parsley
•
1 small handful mint
•
1 large tomato, 2 medium tomatoes or
2 generous handfuls of cherry tomatoes
•
1 medium cucumber
•
½ cup finely diced red onion or 3-4
sliced green onions
•
2-3 tablespoons olive oil
•
3-4 tablespoons lemon juice
•
Salt and pepper to taste
Method
1. Put your water in a pot, add a bit of
salt and wait for it to boil. When it has
boiled, add your bulgur and remove
from the heat. Let this sit for about 20
minutes so the bulgur can cook and
absorb the water.
2. While you’re waiting for the bulgur to
cook, chop up your parsley, mint, tomatoes, cucumber and onion.
3. Put the chopped vegetables and bulgur
in a bowl. Add the olive oil and lemon
juice. Taste the tabbouleh and add extra
salt and pepper to taste.
4. Enjoy!

THE LAWRENCE DIFFERENCE

by Erin Davis
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NCAA Div. III track and field, local champ claims 17th win
Joe Krivit
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The NCAA Division III men’s
and women’s outdoor track and
field national championships
where hosted by Ohio Wesleyan
University in Delaware, Ohio, on
May 22- 24. Wartburg College
took home the women’s national title, while the University of
Mount Union claimed the men’s
title.
For Wartburg, it was their
third consecutive national title
and fourth in six years. They finished the weekend with 65 team
points, which was enough to edge
UW-Oshkosh, who finished with
63 points. It was the fifth overall national championship for
the school’s program. Wartburg,

which resides in Waverly, Iowa,
promoted Marcus Newsom to be
the head coach of the track and
field team in 1998.
Since then, the women’s
team has finished in the top 15
at nationals in all but three years
under Newsom’s coaching. The
most noteworthy individual performance for Wartburg came from
Libbey Shubert. Shubert’s took
first-place in the 200-meter dash
with a time of 23.91 and became
Wartburg’s first individual national champion of the tournament.
For the men, Mount Union
earned their first national title
in program history. It was also
only their second national title in
school history for a sport other
than football, for which they
have 11. Their victory was only
decided by the final event: the 4

x 400m relay. The Mount Union
Purple Raiders needed to beat
UW-LaCrosse in order to secure
the national title.
The quartet of Chase Swisher,
Tyler Mettille, Tyler Sparks and
Chad Gentry won the race with a
time of 3:09.81, and set a school
and stadium record in doing so.
“I’m kind of speechless. This just
means so much to our program,”
said head coach Kevin Lucas.
“We’ve never won a championship in track and field, so it is
incredible.”
The NCAA Championships
also featured big story from a local
angle. Appleton native Christy
Cazzola finished an incredibly distinguished career at UW-Oshkosh.
Cazzola won three individual
national championships this year,
which brought her total national

championships in her career to
17.
Not only has she reached
unprecedented success on the
track, but she’s done so after having two children, Noah, born in
2006, and Kaya, born in 2009.
She graduated from Oshkosh this
spring at the age of 29.
Cazzola’s illustrious career
has been noticed by various
national news outlets including Running Times Magazine,
and ESPN.com. On top of all
this, Cazzola was honored by
throwing out the first pitch at
the Fox Cities Stadium before
the Division III Baseball College
World Series game between the
University of St. Thomas (MN) and
UW-Whitewater.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

17
total # of NCAA
championship
wins in Christy
Cazzola’s career

LU advances athletics with Banta Bowl Renovations
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

Banta Bowl Renovation
Campaign Underway
In April 2013, Lawrence
University President Jill Beck and
the Board of Trustees approved
a huge renovation plan for the
Banta Bowl. The announcement
was met with excitement by the
athletic department, studentathletes, alumni, students and
the community of Appleton as a
whole.
The project is currently in
the first step of the process: a
campaign to raise the $5 million
needed for the renovations. Thus
far, the just over $2 million have
been raised.
David C. Blowers ‘82 and Dr.
Charles A. McKee ‘68 are the cochairs for the campaign and both
had illustrious athletic careers at
Lawrence.
Blowers, who is on the Board
of Trustees, played football for the
Vikings and was the captain during his junior and senior years.
He was part of three Midwest
Conference (MWC) championship
teams, including one that made

it to the NCAA Division III semifinals.
McKee is currently the university physician and was on the
track and football team during his
time as a student. McKee was a
quarterback who earned three allMWC selections and was selected
as a first team Associated Press
All-American in 1967. He played
on two MWC championship football teams at Lawrence and also
won six individual conference
track championships.
The Banta Bowl is currently the home of the Lawrence
University football team and has
been for almost 50 years. Once
the renovations are complete, it
will be the home of more athletic
teams. The field will be made wide
enough for an NCAA sized soccer field and the surface will be
replaced with a synthetic surface.
This will allow the Banta
Bowl to be the home field of both
the men’s and women’s soccer
teams. The new surface and size
will also allow other teams in the
Appleton community to use the
Banta Bowl.
Another part of the plan is
renovating the locker room facilities and parking lot. Space will
also be made for concessions,

Draft Guru
Reid Trier
Staff Writer

______________________

On Tuesday, May 20, the NBA
Draft Lottery was held in New
York City, where our Milwaukee
Bucks grabbed the second overall pick in the 2014 NBA Draft.
The Bucks entered the night with
the best chance of landing the
first overall pick, but for the third
time in four years, the basketball
gods handed that to the Cleveland
Cavaliers (Don’t worry, they’ll
screw it up).
Still, number two is nothing
to cough at and the Bucks will
have a chance to draft the face of
their franchise for years to come.
If you ask me, that face should be
Duke sensation Jabari Parker.
Anyone would be enamored
with his freshman year stat line

STANDINGS

As part of the renovations, the Banta Bowl will now recieve a replacement to this
scoreboard.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

storage and public restrooms. In
addition, the Banta Bowl will be
improving lighting and getting a
new LED scoreboard.
The final part of the renovation will be the expansion of
the press box. This will not only
improve the quality of the webcasts of the events, but will also be
used by coaches from both teams.
Coaches will have a good view of
the games as well as an indoor
space they can use.
After the project announcement, Lawrence athletic director Mike Szkodzinski said, “With
its support of this fund-raising

project, the Lawrence Board of
Trustees is ensuring that the
future of Vikings athletics has
never been brighter. This project will help us attract the best
scholar-athletes and also further
connect Lawrence to the Appleton
community.”
The project is sure to provide
a more enjoyable experience for
fans as the bleachers are being
completely replaced. The ultimate goal of the renovations is to
benefit both the entire Lawrence
community.

The Milwaukee Bucks select...

(19.1 PPG, 47 % FG, 8.7 REB),
but his intangibles separate him
from the rest. Parker’s aggressive
style of play, leadership abilities
and humble mentality are things
both teammates and coaches love.
Regardless of the score, Parker
will play his heart out and then
some.
He has an innate ability to
score the basketball. Parker is as
smooth as it gets on the offensive
end with a Charmin soft touch
around the rim. Who wouldn’t
want that?
Of course, the main concern
with Parker is his defensive play.
He had difficulty keeping quicker
opponents in front of him at the
college level and often looked lost
off the ball.
That’s problematic at the
next level as Parker figures to play
small forward. If he can’t hold
guys from Mercer University, then
what’s stopping LeBron (or even

Luol Deng) from dropping 40 on
him? That’s a tough question and
one that Parker will work his tail
off to address this offseason.
Another concern about the
Parker is his ‘fit’ on the Buck’s
roster. This is the most unfounded criticism of them all. After
a 15-67 season, nobody - save
Giannis Antetokounmpo and
maybe Brandon Knight - is safe
from being traded. To suggest
Parker won’t fit in with a team
that could drastically change in
the next three years doesn’t make
much sense at all.
Although Parker will begin
his career at the three spot, count
on him sliding down to power forward – much like Carmelo Anthony
did. That means Antetokounmpo
could effectively play the three,
giving the Bucks a lot of flexibility
moving forward.
Assuming Joel Embiid is
drafted first by the Cavs (read Bill

Simmon’s recent Mailbag segment
on Grantland), it’s only right to
explain why Jabari is better for
Milwaukee than Andrew Wiggins.
We’ve heard about his lack of
aggression and ball control, but
it’s his long-term potential in
Milwaukee that favors Parker.
Andrew Wiggins has had the
spotlight since he was 13-years
old, drawing comparisons to
LeBron and some of the greatest
of all time. The bright lights have
always surrounded Wiggins. So
who’s to say he would sign longterm in the NBA’s dingiest location? If the Lakers or Nets offered
him the big bucks, Milwaukee
would be left in the dust.
The city of Milwaukee and
great state of Wisconsin need a
player to get behind. We need a
player who will pour his heart
and beyond. Hello, Jabari.

BASEBALL
TEAM
OVR
North Division
Ripon
24-15
St. Norbert
24-16
Carroll
13-22
Beloit
15-18
Lawrence
6-27
South Division
Grinnell
21-17
Cornell
21-17
Illinois Col.
19-16
Monmouth
16-18
Knox
16-20
SOFTBALL
TEAM
OVR
North Division
St. Norbert
18-17
Lawrence
18-13
Carroll
13-23
Ripon
8-25
Beloit
5-27
South Division
Lake Forest
28-10
Monmouth
21-18
Cornell
24-9
Knox
6-28
Illinois Col.
12-20
Grinnell
0-22

MWC
14-2
10-6
7-9
6-10
3-13
12-4
9-7
8-8
7-9
4-12
MWC
7-1
6-2
5-3
2-6
0-8
9-1
7-3
7-3
4-6
3-7
0-10

MENS TENNIS
TEAM
OVR
MWC
North Division
Carroll
9-11
4-0
Lake Forest
13-13
3-1
St. Norbert
4-12
2-2
Lawrence
4-13
1-3
Ripon
3-14
0-4
South Division
Grinnell
32-6
4-0
Monmouth
13-13
3-1
Knox
6-16
2-2
Cornell
10-13
1-3
Illinois Col.
0-16
0-4

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and are current as of
May 28, 2014.
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Fight club adds cultural, therapeutic elements to club sports at Lawrence
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

“The first rule of Fight Club
is: don’t talk about Fight Club. The
second rule of Fight Club is: don’t
talk about Fight Club.”
Contrary to that really lame
and cheesy movie reference, the
Lawrence University Fight Club
(LUFC) is quickly taking ahold
over campus and everyone is talking about it.
LUFC began as a couple of
friends that loved martial arts
training together and sharing that
love. Eventually more and more
people joined, and these private
training sessions turned into regular classes of over 20 people.
The core group of Conor
Beaulieu, Carl-Christian Valentin

and Duncan Lamphere make
up the instructors of the club.
Although their teaching styles
draw from many different martial
arts, LUFC focuses mainly on the
martial arts of Muay Thai and Jiu
Jitsu.
Beaulieu and Valentin handle
the bi-weekly Muay Thai classes, while Lamphere is the main
instructor for a subsection of the
LUFC, the Lawrence University
Grappling Club (LUGC). LUGC
focuses on Jiu Jitsu techniques.
Muay Thai and Jiu Jitsu have
many fundamental differences.
“Muay Thai is known as the science of eight limbs,” said Beaulieu.
“We use the hands, elbows, knees
and feet to make focused and
efficient strikes.” Jiu Jitsu, on
the other hand, deals more with
grapples, holds and momentum to
use your opponent’s body weight

against him or her.
When combined, elements of
Muay Thai and Jiu Jitsu make for
a very complete style and knowledge of martial arts.
A very unique characteristic
of LUFC is that the classes are
geared for everyone, no matter
one’s experience. Beaulieu and
Valentin stress that the purpose
of the club is to teach martial arts
and promote physical conditioning along the way.
“Practicing martial arts is
very therapeutic,” said Valentin.
“It’s a great way to relieve stress
and aggression.”
“There’s a difference between
being in shape and knowing how
to use your body. We would like to
promote physical fitness, as well
as knowing how to use that fitness,” added Beaulieu.
The club consists of a very

Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer

______________________

With classes winding down
for Lawrence students, it is also
time for the Men’s Tennis team
to wrap up their season. In the
North Division of the Midwest
Conference (MWC), Lawrence
placed fourth out of five teams,
finishing with a 1-3 Conference
record. This put them in eighth

diverse membership with people.
All members are very determined
and ready for a big workout. “The
first week will be really, really
hard simply because your body

isn’t used to moving like that,”
said Valentin. “But if you stick
with it, it will turn into one of the
best things for your body that
you’ll ever do.”

great kid also, always smiling.”
The toughest competition
for the Vikings this season was
definitely Grinnell College. “This is
the fourteenth year in a row they
have won conference,” Perushek
mentioned. The Vikings took on
Grinnell on the Pioneers’ home
turf back on March 8.
Even in LU’s 8-1 loss against
defending conference champion
Grinnell, Jumes stood out. He
was the only Lawrence player in
singles competition to walk away

with a win.
Overall, it was a hard fought
season for the Vikings. They did
well in conference and have high
hopes for next year. Perushek gave
a glimpse into the teams planning for the 2015 season and said,
“Overall, we want to improve our
record and just keep developing
as a team. We are a young team, so
we still have growing to do.”

Men’s Tennis

Season in Review
place, overall, in the MWC.
When asked about his favorite meet of the season, sophomore
Ethan Perushek chimed in, “Knox
was definitely my favorite meet of
the season. Our team was down
a few guys. Two were serving
underhand, which is an extreme
disadvantage, due to injury. And
we still won the match through
great effort by everyone. Plus
I had a really long match that
ended in us winning the whole
team match.”

Beaulieu and Valentin spar during Muay Thai practice.
Photo provided

Perushek was referring to the
meet on March 1 at Knox College
where Lawrence came home with
a 5-4 win. In this meet, Perushek
and freshman David Jumes led the
way in singles competition, and
Jumes and his fellow freshman
teammate Sam Wiener playing
outstanding doubles.
Perushek even named Jumes
MVP for the season, stating, “The
kid is a tank first year on the team!
He took whatever was thrown at
him and constantly improved. A

Trainers of the Week
by Amanda Ollerer

Kevin Killian
1) Why did you start training?
It is a really fun work environment
especially with the competition and
the energy surrounding the games. I
also aspire to go into the medical field
so treating injuries and patient care
experience from this job are very beneficial for my future.

2) Which team is your favorite team
to train for and why?
I can’t really pick a favorite because
each team is great in a different way.
Track meets are awesome and always
have something going on. Baseball is
America’s past time, so how could you
not enjoy working? Same with softball
and the girls are always good for a few
on-field jokes that make Coach Tatro
Killian drives an athlete off the field.
and I chuckle. The soccer guys are
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie
great and I never really understood
soccer until working with them and it’s fun to watch. And football is the sport I was
never able to really play because of hockey so its great being around the sport again.
3) What was the grossest thing you ever saw during a game?
The grossest thing I ever saw was probably when Kelson went to make a play and he
just full on did the splits and popped his knee. Knees aren’t supposed to bend that
way.

4) What is your favorite part of the job and why?
My favorite part of the job is interacting with all of the athletes and training staff. Jami
and Beth are fantastic trainers and are great to work and learn under. The Oshkosh
athletic trainer students are always nice and it’s a fun time to talk to them about their
path to training. The other athletic trainers I work with are always up for a good joke
or to throw tape at me to help them with the sudden group of athletes who need
taping, we make the job really fun. Finally the athletes. They appreciate our help and
bring us in as part of the team as much as they can and it is a great environment for
both trainer and athlete to be able to be a part of the collegiate athletic experience.

Margaret Johnson
1) What was the grossest
thing you ever saw during a
game?
One of the players had stitches/staples in his hand prior to
a game and during the game
they came open. Never in my
life have I seen that much
blood—nor do I ever want to
see that much blood again. His
hand was gushing and we went
through so much gauze trying
to stop the bleeding. I’ve also
seen players with dislocated
shoulders have their shoulder be put back into place in
between plays and it makes me
cringe every single time.

Johnson is an active athlete on the court.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie

2) What is your favorite part of the job?
My favorite part of my job is the social aspect of it. I’ve gotten to meet and make
friends with a lot of great people that I otherwise might not have gotten to know.
Plus, I really enjoy watching football in general and it’s really exciting and entertaining to be on the sidelines watching your friends play a game that they’re passionate
about. My favorite part of practice though is being with the O-Line because they’re
always doing or saying something ridiculously funny.
3) What is the hardest part of the job?
Ankle taping was difficult to learn, but now that I’ve got it down, I feel pretty confident in what I’m expected to do. I guess the only thing that can be stressful is when
the players come off the field during a game with some sort of injury or cut and you
have to rush to fix them so they can get back in the game.
4) Why did you start training?
I started training because one of my friends is a trainer for the football team and
mentioned the position to me. She really enjoyed it and suggested I apply. I also
thought the job would be a lot of fun because I would get to watch sports and meet
new people while working (which seemed like a win-win situation to me).
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The Salem Bitch Trials reflects on radio at Lawrence
Regan Martin
StaffWriter

______________________________

When signing up for clubs in the fall,
few freshmen think about what activities
they will still be doing by the time they
graduate. But seniors Steph Courtney,
Corinne Kocher and Rachel Calvert managed to keep up with their radio show,
The Salem Bitch Trials, since their freshman year. Now nearing the end of their
time at Lawrence, the three reflected upon
their time on air and how their show has
changed in the past three years.
The show, which began in the winter
of their first year, was started so that more
female voices could be on the air. “We had
boyfriends or friends who were boys who
thought they were really cool because they
had radio shows and we were tired of their
stupid shenanigans so we got our own,”
said Calvert. “We enjoyed listening to their
shows, but thought it would be fun to have
one ourselves,” Courtney elaborated.
Originally called Ladies Hour, the focus
of the show was to “talk about things that
we thought were important as ladies, and
then also play a lot of ladies centric music,”
said Kocher. “And whenever I turn on the

radio,” continued Calvert, “nine out of ten
times there’s a man singing, so we get
really excited about [playing female-centric
music], it’s a thing that is lacking here and
everywhere.”
Although the show has evolved over
the years it has retained that same goal.
“We used to really plan out funny things
to say and interesting stories, it was half
talk and half music,” xxplained Courtney,
“and we still have that aim, we still play
at least 80% music that features women
musicians,” finished Kocher. Both Kocher
and Calvert said simultaneously that the
biggest change in the show is that “it got
lazier” over the years.
The three friends kept up with the
show for so long because it allowed them
the opportunity to unwind and remain
close. “Having a radio show has made us
closer, we have a reason to hang out for
an hour every week and listen to music
and talk amongst ourselves, and I think it’s
helped us stay friends over the years and
stay close,” said Kocher. “It’s a time to just
sort of relax and unleash after the week
and hang out with one another,” furthered
Courtney.
Courtney, Kocher, and Calvert all
agreed that they wanted to seek out radio
or similar platforms after leaving Lawrence,

Seniors Corinne Kocher, Steph Courtney, and Rachel Calvert at the WLFM studios.
Photo by A.J. Williams.

although they know it would be a lot harder
outside the bubble. However, they still feel
confident that they can get their voices
out there. “One thing that’s cool is that we
live in the digital age, where podcasts exist
so we can still do this kind of stuff,” said
Calvert. “I keep trying to figure out ways

that I can keep making music and listening
to music and sharing music. Technology is
cool because it gives us so many opportunities to do this.”
The main advice the three women

See page 7

Lawrence University Marine Term
Quotes from Professor of Biology Bart DeStasio.
Photos provided by Becca Koller.

“The Lawrence University Marine Program, or LUMP, has been run consistently in alternate years since the first
trip in 1978. Locations have included
Jamaica, Bermuda, and the Cayman
Islands, with the major focus being
Grand Cayman since 1986.”
“Our program has created the 3rdlongest running ecological dataset on
coral reefs in the Caribbean, and we
are in the process of publishing the
findings from the study with our students.”

“Sixteen students and two faculty
spend the entire term focused on
courses that are part of the Marine
Term Program, which includes a
2-week sampling trip to determine
biodiversity of corals and fish on a
Caribbean island.”

“Students conduct habitat comparisons on 10 coral reefs around the island using
SCUBA techniques, and also conduct group research projects on marine biology
topics. We work with the Cayman Islands Department of the Environment, providing
our students insights into the cultural as well as ecological aspects of the islands.
While the program helps many students begin their careers in marine biology, others
participate before going on into careers in medicine or other fields,
embracing the true liberal arts approach to their education.”

“Students conduct habitat comparisons on 10 coral reefs around the island using SCUBA techniques, and also conduct group research projects on marine biology topics. We work with the Cayman Islands Department of the Environment,
providing our students insights into the cultural as well as ecological aspects of
the islands. While the program helps many students begin their careers in marine
biology, others participate before going on into careers in medicine or other fields,
embracing the true liberal arts approach to their education.”
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THE BEST OF
THIS YEAR’S
BANDS
Margaret Koss
StaffWriter

______________________________

The quad was definitely the place to be this weekend, with a variety
of music, lots of free snacks, and an array of students from all parts of
the campus. Overall, the weekend highlighted a variety of talentedmusical groups across Lawrence and in the Midwest area. It seems like
it’s safe to say that we are all anxiously awaiting LU-Aroo 2015.

Katie Taber
Staff Writer

_______________________________

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

5:00 p.m.- Too Many Triangles came to the stage. The band
members include George Cadkin, Alex Babbitt, Colin Huggins,
and Daniel Pallela.

12:00 p.m.- The day began with a performance by EN and Fez.
Sophomores Ian Pelton and Michael (Fez) Felzan make up this
musical group of Lawrence students. The pair plays frequently
across the Lawrence campus and has a familiar musical sound.

5:45 p.m.- Beer Shower was the impromptu band put
together especially for LU-Aroo. Ridley Tankersley, Ian Terry, and
Luke Rivard became the band members and for their set covered
three songs.

1:00 p.m.- The Involuntary String Band took the stage. This
musiscal group is composed of a fiddle, a mandolin, guitar, banjo,
bass and vocal sounds. The genre is “redefining bluegrass, old
time, and folk music through the fusion of contemporary sound”
according to the group ‘s Facebook page.

6:30 p.m.- Next up was Mokumbo. Mokumbo’s frontman
Darnell Smitherson had the audience say hi to his mom on the
phone. “I told her I broke my toe and she said, ‘Are you crazy? You
have a show on Friday’ so you all need to say, ‘Hi Mom,’” he said.

7:45 p.m.- Frontman and sole member of Netherfriends,
Shawn Rosenblatt came to the stage. As it says on his website,
“when he performs live he uses 2 loop pedals and various instruments. He tries his best to dance like James Brown. He is always
on tour and releases music like it’s the end of the world.”
9:15 p.m- The finale of the night was The Lonely Biscuits.
The lead Grady Wenrich also asked audience members to send
love to his mom. “Everybody throw an L up in the air!” Wenrich
said, taking a picture of the audience. “My mom is gonna love you
guys.” The Lonely Biscuits did not disappoint the hype surrounding them. Everyone was dancing and tossing beach balls back
and forth—even the band members participated when the balls
were thrown at them.

Trials

continued from page 6
would give to current DJ’s or those thinking
about getting shows next year would be to
spread the word. “Advertise,” said Calver.
“We used to be better about getting our
friends to listen to us. Make posters, and get
your friends to listen because not enough

people listen to WLFM. Make Facebook
groups, advertise or else no one will make
time to listen to it.” Courtney continued, “It
is what you put in. the more we advertised
the more listeners we had and the more we
cared.” Make sure to tune in to Salem Bitch
Trials for their last show, Friday from 5-6
p.m., or, as Courtney urged, apply to work
at WLFM to get involved next year.

CORRECTION
In last week’s article “Senior Polly Dalton elected as
district alderperson”, the author was mislabelled as
Andrea Johnson. The author of the article was actually
Chelsea Johnson.

2:00 p.m.- HMELU, Lawrence University’s very own heavy
metal ensemble, began their performance. This large group of
Lawrence students is led by Calvin Armstrong and brought the
quad a louder metal sound.
3:00 p.m.- Wild Firth came to the stage. The group
describes themselves as “some dreamy, beach Lawrentian dudes
making music.” This group of Lawrence students brought LUaroo
a fusion of dream pop, indie, rock and pop music.

4:00 p.m.- Max Bowen and Mark McKee from Akrasis performed. This pair performs hip-hop music with the Max playing
the trumpet and Mark covering beats and vocals.
5:00 p.m.- This Hymns began playing. Their music can be
described as experimental or minimalist pop. Members include
Michael Hilger, Justin Fernandez, Kyle Vegter and Seth Vanek.
They are based in Chicago, Illinois.
6:15 p.m.- Bode Radio took over the stage. Alex Yoffe and
Spencer Herbert make up this two-man group from Chicago, Ill.
Their music is a mixture of experimental, hip-hop and electronic
genres.
7:30 p.m.- Pillars and Tongues played their set. The group
members are M. Trecka, Elizabeth Louise Remis and Ben Babbitt.
Julian Cope referred to the group’s music as a “bizarre slew of haltering and faltering wilderness drone ballads.”
8:45 p.m.- Serengeti was brought to the stage. Serengeti
is rapper David Cohn’s stage name. David Cohn is originally from
Chicago, Ill. His music is from an alternative hip-hop genre. He
has been releasing music since 2002.
10:00 p.m.- The final performance of the weekend was
from Atlas Sound on Saturday night. Atlas Sound is the moniker of Bradford James Cox’s solo career. This performer was also
seen acting in the 2013 film “Dallas Buyer’s Club.” He brought
Lawrence a stream of consciousness style of music.
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Annual drag show delivers drama and joy: a smashing success
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

__________________________

Five minutes before showtime on Sunday, May 25, all that
was left was a tiny bit of standing
room in Esch Hurvis. This impressive level of attendance was indicative of the excitement and support for Lawrence’s annual drag
spectacular.
The show featured a variety of drag performers, including
juniors Alexis Cuozzo and Carly
Gaeth, who performed as Clit Toris
and Papa Cherry. They opened up
the show with “SexyBack,” but my
favorite piece of theirs was “Dick
in a Box,” complete with confetti
and artful hip thrusts.
Mallory, Camela Toes and
Shu Shu Fontina (Nicholas Perez
and Camila De Meo, seniors, and
Stefany Dominguez, freshman)
performed “An Original Ballade”
and “Partition” with a significant
dose of sass. Pearl Gaily (Paul
Gutmann, sophomore) showed off

fancy footwork in a mischievous
rendition of “My Discarded Men.”
Talia Finkelkunt (Tyler
Grasee, junior) sashayed in frighteningly high heels to “Donatella”
while dancing with the scantily clad and saucily silent assistants—seniors Alex York and
Jack Canfield and sophomore
Kyle Stalsberg. The Disco Queers
(Perez and Becky Dykes, senior)
brought out some old-school
grooves with “Let’s Dance” and
some Beyoncé magic with “Love
on Top.”
Marshall Cuffe ’13 and senior
Ariel Garcia organized and hosted the show as the dynamic duo
Velveeta and Satine, the Sisters
Charmeusienne. In addition to
hosting, they performed a number of pieces—Velveeta played
piano and sang “That’s What’s
the Matter with Me” and “George”
while educating the audience
about the Pansy Craze of the
1930s. This craze was a brief period when drag and playing with
concepts of gender performance

was highly accepted.
In performing these older
songs, cabaret style, and talking to
the audience about drag tradition,
Velveeta reminded us that history
is not necessarily as “linear” as we
sometimes make it out to be. For
all the progress made in recent
years for a variety of rights and
freedoms, there have been some
steps taken back.
Velveeta also performed
“Manicure”—her dress took over
two months to make and featured
more than 800 fake nails. Let’s
just say she nailed it. Satine performed an emotional rendition of
“Wildfire”; her wig went flying, but
like a true artist, the show went
on. The Sisters Charmeusienne
then performed a rousing finale
to “Q.U.E.E.N.” and invited audience members to dance on stage,
emphasizing the sense of community that drag inspires.
The show featured performances other than lip syncs and
dance: senior Sophie Durbin movingly read “The Taintalogues,”

shedding light on a much
neglected body part, and Pastor
Jackie (Cuffe) read a thoughtprovoking sermon about hypocrisy and acceptance entitled “He’s
Coming!”
The audience also performed
in some of the show’s festivities.
There was a walk-off between several male volunteers in high heels,
an impassioned lip sync battle to
“Wrecking Ball” and even a—nonalcoholic—drinking game.
When asked about their
favorite part of Sunday’s performance, Cuffe and Garcia said they
“loved the amount of enthusiasm
the audience brought to the show,
both in their applause and their
volunteering to step up and let go
of stage fright.” Additionally, some
audience members offered tips to
the performers, which is typical
for drag shows in clubs and which
Garcia and Cuffe welcomed. “It
was a first for Lawrence’s Drag
Show and helped everyone feel
appreciated and like real queens!”
Garcia and Cuffe were kind

enough to share some final wisdom: “Drag is about so much
more than makeup, lip sync and
looking flawless. While, of course,
we can appreciate those things,
our deeper goal is to create a
safe space to take all the divisions and constructions of society’s ‘game’—like gender, sexuality, race and class—and turn them
on their head, show them for what
they are and have fun playing with
no rules for a night.”
This rule bending through
costume, song and dance led to
many laughs and a lot of love
during the show. Based on the
raucous applause and the success of the performances, Garcia
and Cuffe said that “when you
can create that space not only
for yourself as a performer, but
also for an audience, people go
crazy! That freedom from other
people’s expectations for you is
a powerful medicine for identity,
and hopefully it lasts longer than
the makeup.”

Photos by Gustavo Figueroa

Adventures through the senior Studio Art major exhibition
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

__________________________

Last Friday, 23 May 2014,
was the opening of the exhibitions for the senior Art majors
at Lawrence University. These
majors take spaces in various
places, among them the Wriston
Art Gallery and the Seeley G. Mudd
Library. Seniors presenting their
work can have virtually anything,
from sculptures, bookshelves full
of filled sketchbooks, and video
installations. Here is a smattering of stuff that I saw on opening
night.
-A giant outline of a vagina
made primarily of empty beer
cans and bottles, inside which—
where the clitoris would be,
though the artists biography did
not mention whether or not that
was intentional—was a small LCD
television that went through a
slideshow of images of the alcohol that once inhabited these cans
and bottles being consumed.
-A disturbing—and also disturbingly funny—set of illustra-

tions of rhymes, which gave off
a David Lynch-esque vibe when
observed.
-A rather strange comic book
about what appeared to be extra
dimensional travel, printed in
black and white and distributed
for free among patrons.
-A giant chalkboard that had
written on it the poem equivalent of a Mad Lib, where patrons
were encouraged to fill in the gaps
of the poem that were missing
and “completing” the artwork.
Thankfully, everyone kept it tasteful. Having arrived too late to add
anything of my own to the poem, I
instead drew a bunch of symbols
on the margins and left it at that.
-As mentioned before, a
bookcase filled with sketchbooks,
not a single one of them blank—
though I did find one that could
not be opened, I concluded that
was deliberate, if only to salvage
my ego. The pages that constituted these notebooks had on them
not just a college career, but a lifetime’s work of work, ranging from
scenery to portraits to scenes that
might have belonged in a comic
book.

-Paintings that looked like the
covers of black metal albums—all
done by the same artist—which
included a woman eating a swan,
among other extremely awesome
and extremely unnerving images.
The wide variety of created
works shows off an impressive
variety in the works of Lawrence’s
art majors, as well as the virtues
of the staff for allowing each of
these artists to pursue a vision
rather than have them conform to
an ideology.
This is best demonstrated by
my personal favorite of the works:
it was, installed in the middle of
the gallery, a small gazebo, with
artificial grass inside it and two
illuminated manuscript poems on
either side. You walked in, though
before going in you took off your
shoes. There were books inside,
like old fairytale collections. You
could sit down inside the tiny
gazebo and read.
Alone in there, even with the
noise of everyone around you, it
could be so peaceful. I could have
stayed there forever.

Photos by Liz Landes and Tatiyana Jenkins
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Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

______________________

Art for social activism, for
moral messages and for emotional expression are all well
and good, but let us not forget
art for its sheer aesthetic appeal.
Senior Maggie Vincent is a studio art and computer science
double major who loves making
pretty things. Her work in the
senior art show, up for viewing in the Wriston Art Gallery,
is an excellent example of how
this philosophy can be put into
action.
“I want to make things that
fascinate people,” said Vincent.
“I want to have people see my
art and bring their own ideas to
it, so everyone will sort of have
their own ideas on what it’s trying to say. Even though it’s not
trying to say anything.”
Vincent has been described
by her peers and teachers as
the “artsy one” all her life. She
agrees with this description,
having created art through
various mediums for as long as
she can remember, even “doing
murals on my stomach in the
mirror.” Art began as a pastime,

but Vincent soon realized its
potential as a major. Wanting to
have a degree where she could
do something fun, she took up
studio art.
“I just like making things,”
explained Vincent. “I’m not one
of those artists who says things
with their art, like I don’t have
a big pervasive message. I have
a skill for putting stuff together
and making it look pretty and I
find it really satisfying.”
While usually Vincent likes
to paint fairytale-esque illustrations, notably landscapes, her
senior project explores abstract
work. Using acrylic paint and
mixed media, Vincent created
five works—“Doctor Smith,”
“Sheila,” “Bob,” “Jorge” and
“Roseanne”— that jump off the
canvas with vibrant colors and
brilliant patterns. She layered
pieces of mirror, melted solder,
toilet paper, string and the like
into the paint. Vincent described
this as an attempt to focus on the
process of making art, on making something that just looks
good and having fun with it.
Other works by Vincent
include a corgi made out of
sticks, a giant wooden acorn and
a collection of paper spheres

Wind Ensemble’s final
concert a great success
Lauren Nokes
Staff Writer

_______________________

The Lawrence University
Wind Ensemble gave their final
concert of the school year on the
evening of Saturday, May 24 in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel. The
concert was titled “A Century of
Masterworks,” reflecting that the
composition dates of the words
span most of the twentieth century. It was an emotional but lively
evening of music for the members
of Wind Ensemble and for their
friends and family in the audience.
In a pure coincidence, the
ensemble played two works by
Russian composer Reinhold
Glière. The winner of the concerto competition—Elizabeth
Schmidt—happened to have chosen a work by Glière after conductor Andrew Mast had already put
another piece by Glière on the
program. One of the highlights of
the concert included Dr. Mast’s
musing that he should have titled
the concert “I Can See Glièrely
Now the Rain is Gone,” befitting
the newly beautiful spring weather.
The concert opened with
Glière’s “Overture Solonelle, op.
72,”a 1937 work also known in
English as the “Solemn Overture”
or the “Festive Overture.” It

commemorates the twentieth
anniversary of Russia’s October
Revolution. As such, it’s a bright
and triumphant work that the
ensemble brought brilliantly to
life.
Immediately following the
overture, concerto competition
winner Elizabeth Schmidt played
Glière’s horn concerto (op. 91).
She played excellently, with great
lyricism and a warm tone that
fit the slower and more romantic
sections of the piece, especially
the andante second movement.
I was also highly impressed by
the playing of the other horns in
the ensemble. Their solos were of
such a high quality that they were
often not immediately distinguishable from Schmidt’s playing.
In the second half of the
concert, the ensemble premiered
a tradition that will hopefully
become an annual event. They
played a “side-by-side” concert
with high school student musicians from throughout Wisconsin
who were nominated by their
band directors. They played a
well-known but not too challenging work called “Chester Overture
for Band,” by William Schuman.
The high school students performed admirably well considering their relative lack of experience rehearsal time, holding their

See page 12

painted with oil and woven
together.
Vincent is also highly fond
of computer science. Although
it began as a means to get her
quantitative requirement out of
the way, she ended up falling in
love with the field.
“It’s language theory, it’s
math, it’s science, it’s art!” said
Vincent.
After graduation Vincent
hopes to pursue a career path
that makes use of both her
majors. Her plan is to move
to Washington and work with
Nintendo in their testing department.
Ideally, Vincent would like
to either work in game design
and graphics—making backgrounds for games, perhaps—
or become a freelance painter.
Other potentials may be in
robotics or hardware design. In
any event, Vincent’s goals are
varied and her enthusiasm for
her studies are impressive.
Aside from her schoolwork,
Vincent is a Bon Appétit manager and an occasional bartender
at the VR. She also enjoys reading and having Steam dates with
her long-distance boyfriend.
Vincent would like to thank

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

her parents for their love and
support.

Book Review

“The Yidish Postman’s Union” offers
a little something for everyone
Natalie Schermer
Staff Writer

________________________

Sometimes it can be difficult to decide what kind of
book to read next. Do you want
something literary? A mystery? Something fantastical? If
you’re having trouble choosing,
look no further than Michael
Chabon’s masterpiece “The
Yiddish Policeman’s Union,”
which is somewhere between
a combination of all three and
totally indefinable.
On the surface, “The
Yiddish Policeman’s Union”
is a pretty standard mystery
novel. It follows its homicide
detective protagonist, Meyer
Landsman, as he investigates
a death that takes place in the
very hotel that he lives in. The
death appears to be a suicide,
but Landsman suspects foul
play somewhere, and his subsequent investigation takes
him on an exploration of the
surrounding area and causes
him to reconnect with several
ghosts from the past.
However, “The Yiddish

Policeman’s Union” is more
than your typical mystery
novel in several ways. First and
foremost, Chabon has set his
novel in the present day but
in an alternate universe, one
in which, during World War
II, a temporary Jewish refugee
settlement was established in
Sitka, Alaska, after which Israel
was destroyed. Landsman lives
in this Yiddish-speaking settlement as a member of the police
force.
Our story takes place during a turbulent time for the
Jewish settlement of Sitka.
After many years of existing as
its own, self-governing, autonomous Federal District, the refugee settlement is finally going
to be dissolved, and many of
the people of the community of
Sitka, Landsman included, are
at a loss for where their lives
will go in a few short months.
Landsman’s job won’t even
exist anymore. As the people
of Sitka worry about the problem of integrating into Alaskan
society, Landsman distracts
himself with his work—until
his ex-wife shows up and starts

making even work difficult.
When it turns out that the body
next door may have been the
Messiah, Landsman gets drawn
further and further into a mess
of mysteries he doesn’t understand and plots that have been
underway for longer than he
can comprehend.
Chabon combines hardboiled detective tropes with
a wacky premise and flawless prose and tops the whole
thing off with thoroughly
believable and relatable characters. Everybody knows a
Landsman—he’s that likeable
guy you’ve known forever who
never quite got his life off the
ground and who you can’t help
but feel a bit sorry for. While
Chabon’s premise seems farfetched on paper, he pulls it
off perfectly, normalizing the
strange aspects with familiarizing pieces. His storytelling
keeps the reader on his toes
and his prose style forces a
slower reading speed in the
best way possible—skim just
a tiny bit and you’ll probably

See page 12
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Good busy or bad busy?
It is very common, especially at this point in the term, to hear Lawrentians mutter “I am so
busy.” Between school commitments, music responsibilities, athletics, clubs and whatever else we
decide to do, many of us seem to be in a constant state of busyness. Stress is inevitable during our
college years, for better or for worse. However, we should always ask ourselves whether this busyness a self-imposed state. Are we really as busy as we say we are? And if when we are so busy, do
we actually need to be?
Considering the unique size of the Lawrence student body, it’s no surprise that we tend to
accept such burdens. Since we expect a similar variety and quantity of opportunities—both academic and extracurricular—out of our Lawrence experience, everyone must take participate in
many areas. This phenomenon is mathematical; to keep our exciting and stimulating school running on fewer people, each person must take on a greater load.
In larger schools, there may be more pressure to declare a major or join a college (i.e. College
of Sciences, College of Communications, etc.). Especially because of our love for the liberal arts,
we pick and choose from multiple academic areas, perhaps by pursuing a self-designed major or a
dual-degree. There is a dangerous line here between spreading ourselves out and spreading ourselves thin. The new overload fee provides a valuable check on this sort of excess, since we can, and
should, only do so much with our academic paths.
Excessive busyness probably also arises from our highly motivated and intense academic
culture. The learning environment at Lawrence is certainly not cutthroat; nonetheless, we all recognize the competitive element in our declarations of stress. The mental jump from “I am so busy”
to “I am busier than you” is sometimes frighteningly easy to make. Competing against our expectations of ourselves is highly productive, but outbidding each other in the credits we take on and the
stress we endure can be highly dysfunctional. The key to productive busyness lies in recognizing
the difference.
After all, we came to Lawrence expecting four years of intense personal growth; we wanted to
get our butts kicked before we could snag that diploma. And to a certain extent, that busyness can
feel great; researchers at the University of Chicago told ABC in 2010 that “Busy people are happier
than idle people,” following a study conducted on college students. When we push ourselves to
choose lifestyles of delayed gratification and consistent motivation, the rewards can be psychologically heightened.
By staying busy, we can embody Lawrence’s liberal arts ideals and exceed our own expectations for personal growth. On the other hand, our predictions for busyness can arise from dysfunctional motivations and harm our psychological well-being. We cannot just say “I am so busy”—we
absolutely must understand the reasons and consequences for our busy lifestyles.

PHOTO POLL

Abedin Rafique
Photo Editor

“What will you challenge yourself to
accomplish over summer break?”

“Learn calculus.”
-Blake Roubos

“Get my molecular biology
research published.”
-Sam Knott

“Establish the beginnings of
my career. And rocking out.”
-Mike Russell

“I really want to travel by
myself. I really want to go to
Uganda or Rwanda.”
-Ziling Lu

“Stay fit and not get too distracted by inactivity. And help
out the community.“
-Blue Mosely

“Prepare to conduct myself
in a business setting while
learning about finances at Art
Institute of Chicago.
-Sean Reynolds

Let’s go out with an
Earth-shattering “Meh”
Alan Duff
Columnist

_________________________

In the past few weeks, the
spring sun has ushered in an
ostensibly positive change to
Lawrence University. Around
campus, students are slinging
Frisbees, tanning like reptiles,
forgoing shirts and inhaling their
protein on the run thanks to nourishing river flies.
They seem happy. But if
they’re enjoying the outdoors all
the time, how are they ever going
to do school work? What is going
to happen to their grades? If I
keep asking rhetorical questions,
does that enhance the mystery?
Something is off. Take a closer look at these “happy” students.
Their eyes are unfocused and a
little too bright. These aren’t the
tans you get by staying out an
hour or two a day, but by purposefully relaxing for hours on end.
Ladies and gentlemen, senioritis is here. I once discussed this
phenomenon as a freshman, but
back then I wasn’t experiencing
it; I was simply an observer. Now I
think I get it man, and unlike many
students, I believe we can fight it.
That “-itis” is the key. It
spreads, and the senior class is the
vector. All it takes is one infected
person in a study group to suggest a fun activity. A few games
of volleyball lead to a pleasant
bike ride and from there you just
forget about schoolwork and dark
library cubicles.
Have no fear. We can fight
this. We can save them. This is a
two-prong solution. The first part
involves quarantining the infected
outdoors with plenty of Frisbees,
sunscreen, lemonade and PBR.
At the same time, dude, we
need to help students focus during these final weeks to save them
from the misery of sunburns and
farmer tans. The finish line seems
to be the problem, as the second it
is in sight there’s no need to exert
the body and mind to get there.
It happens to everyone. Even
Usain Bolt during the 100-yard
dash at the Beijing Olympics
slowed down when he saw he
would win gold. The body conserves; if there is no need to do
more, why bother?
We gotta institute an adjustable goal line so it is always out
of reach. For example, if I keep
adjusting my goal in writing this
article, it will be finished at some
point. Maybe. Anyway, I no longer
care about senior-itis so much as
what causes it. If we want to fix
it, we need to attack the problem
at its root: burnout. I’ll elaborate.
It begins at a young age when
a child is told that she must be

successful, which means in the
U.S. at least financial stability and
a family. That means she needs
a well-paying job. To get a wellpaying job she needs to do really
well at a good college.
To do that she needs to get
into a really good college, which
requires studying for standardized tests and working hard in
high school and volunteering. To
do well in high school she needs to
read and do well in middle school,
ad nauseum. At some point early
on she’s told she had better draw
the best darn crayon sunflower in
the whole class, nay, school, nay,
district.
Regardless of whether or not
each step is a necessary prerequisite for success, that type of thinking means children are given goals
to check every step of the way
until the end of their senior year
of college when they see the finish line. At that point the end no
longer matters because working
beyond that point has no purpose.
There was no intrinsic joy
associated with studying or reading or learning along the way.
If anything else, senior-itis is a
failure of our educational system
to instill intrinsic enjoyment of
learning in students and create
engaging rather than anxietyinducing material.
Not that the education system alone is guilty of it. Intrinsic
value is so important that when
it is diluted, it weakens the end
result. If a student is writing a
paper because they like writing
and want to improve their writing,
chances are it will be better than
if the student’s goal was simply
to get a good letter grade on the
paper. They would also enjoy the
process more.
It’s an idea I’ve presented
in many articles. It’s why LUCC
representatives and writers for
The Lawrentian shouldn’t be paid.
It’s what explains the deadlock in
Congress, since their primary goal
is re-election, not passing legislation. It’s what happens when
the primary purpose of a formal
group house is filling a house,
rather than being a unified group.
And it’s why arguments
against liberal arts colleges are
absurd. The purpose of a liberal
arts college isn’t to ensure a student can walk into a business and
be 100% prepared for a job. It’s
to foster enjoyment of learning
and critical thinking. One of these
ways of thinking is purely goaloriented; the other is a journey.
One final question: if all we
did is go from goal to goal, did we
ever enjoy life? Welcome to ninth
week, where the papers are made
up and the grades don’t matter.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who
wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes
everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Is there an ideal graduation speech?
Alyssa Villaire
Staff Writer

____________________

As Lawrence’s Class of 2014
inches closer to graduation, there
has been an increasing amount
of chatter devoted to graduation speakers. And not just on
campus—in May and June, our
society’s culture is saturated with
graduation speeches.
We’re seeing posts about
speeches on blogs and news sites,
they’re popping up on YouTube
and, in some cases, they’re even on
bookshelves—see Neil Gaiman’s
“Make Good Art.”
With all the hype,
it’s interesting to
ponder the question posed in my
title: When we
think about graduation speeches, do
we have specific
expectations?
The
quick
answer to that
question is no.
There are so many
strong speeches
coming from people with different
success stories, so how could
there be any over-arching guidelines as to what makes a truly
great speech?
There are a couple of things
we’ll probably see coming: The
speakers will no doubt try to
inspire graduates as we move on
to the next part of our lives and
they will probably glorify our
years in school. But other than
that, the speaker has free creative
reign. Right?
Yes and no. The two aforementioned “criteria”—if we can
even call them that— certainly
seem to allow for a broad range
of possibilities. However, I would
also argue that many speakers
tend to take the same path.
They tell students stories
about their own great accomplishments and how they occasionally

stumbled on their way there, with
maybe a funny anecdote about
their crazy undergraduate days
thrown in to make the parents
laugh and the grandparents cover
their mouths in surprise.
Then they tell the graduates
that the world is theirs to make
into a better place and that they
have the power to do it. They wish
us luck, and it ends.
I’d say that many of these
speeches do their jobs. Amidst my
perusal of speeches as research
for this article, I found myself
moved almost or completely to
tears—both of happiness and
because I was laughing so hard—
by the following keynote-ers: J.K.

Rowling, David McCullough, Jr.,
Ellen DeGeneres, Conan O’Brien
and a few less famous speakers
who nonetheless had powerful
things to say.
However, there’s a problem
with this. These speeches focus
on careers, big events and milestones. And while there are obvious reasons why, it’s also true that
these big, important moments are
rare.
What about the day-to-day
events? What about personal
relationships? What about the
moments when we’re lying in bed
watching “How I Met Your Mother”
and eating entire sleeves of Girl
Scout cookies and not wanting to
interact with any human beings,
let along network with them for
promotions?
The only speech I came
across that dealt with getting

through these smaller but sometimes equally stressful events in
our lives was given in 2005 at
Kenyon College by the late author
David Foster Wallace.
His speech, called “This Is
Water,” deals with some of the
most mundane moments in life
that can also be some of the most
difficult. He encourages the students not to “shoot for the stars”
or “follow their passion,” but to
be considerate of the person cutting you off on the highway or the
obnoxious woman in front of you
in line at the grocery store.
Despite the eloquence of the
speech and its powerful message, I
still wouldn’t call Wallace’s speech
the ideal graduation speech. I don’t
think there is one.
What Wallace’s
speech has that
many others are
missing is both a
celebration of the
quotidian and a
reality check.
Even when
we’re working as
hard as we believe
ourselves capable
and we’re brownnosing our way to
a job that we believe will make us
happy—I don’t say this critically,
we do what we need to do to survive—much of our lives will come
down to these small moments.
Our character is determined by
how we act in those instances.
So, regardless of the inspirational messages we are bound to
hear from speakers on our graduation day, despite how big we are
encouraged to think as we leave
Lawrence, I think it’s worth saying that we should also keep the
simple moments in the backs of
our minds.
It is what we do and say that
makes up most of our lives, and
I’d dare to say that many of the
big picture ideas we hear about
in graduation speeches will follow from that considerate mundanenss anyway.

Crooked news shapes our world views
Emilio Salvia

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

Casey Anthony. The mystery
of Flight 370. Glued to our seats
for what seems like forever with
the same never-ending story.
The news just keeps on stringing us along, gripping us with
the unchanging news coverage.
It doesn’t end—at least not for a
long time.
Is there nothing else going on
in the world? Are there not other
global concerns like human rights
issues we could learn about?
The media, commonly known
as the fourth pillar of democracy,
is one of the most powerful agents
of any society, influencing what
citizens think, care about and
believe, and consequently helping
to affirm societal norms such as
gender roles.
The media serves as a sieve
for information and a catalyst
for political issues. The choice of
which news stories to showcase,
and how to do so, ultimately influences public opinion—think, for
example, of wartime media cover-

age.

Unfortunately, media is often
skewed due to powerful monetary influences from other parties, political regimes or personal
self-interests. The classic example
of crooked or opinionated journalists doing whatever it takes to
ensure their own success comes
to mind.
Why does the media cover
certain stories for weeks at a
time? What’s with all the celebrity coverage? It’s all about that
money. After all, news companies are businesses too. In most
instances, the media selectively
cherry-picks issues that they feel
will be the most “sexy,” or capable of getting people caught up
in the mystery and drama of a
story. The more you watch and
the more entranced you are, the
more ads you see and the more
money media companies receive
from their sponsors.
Then there is political and
third party influence that further augments media corruption.
Companies like Fox News may
often appeal to followers of certain ideologies. Other times the

news is influenced by “donations”
from organizations or officials that
ultimately impact the information
that is relayed to the public.
These forms of corruption
happen for a variety of reasons.
The media caters to individuals or
organizations to varying extents
through different mechanisms
but, alas, that is another article.
The effects of crooked news—
especially on television—are quite
drastic, resulting in disregard for
many important issues. The news
often leaves us wondering what
else is going on in the world.
A central role of the media
is to educate society, yet this
duty is often poorly upheld. Most
Americans learn about the world
through the media and, as a result,
individuals often learn what the
media wants them to learn. If
broadcast news became more
thorough there would likely be
greater progress, outreach, and
concern regarding other important issues.
Fortunately, the effects of
poor media coverage can be mitigated. Reputable online newspapers tend to cover a much wider

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:

In Kelton Jenkins’ and Zach Eichhorst’s recent Letter to the
Editor, they called for an effective discussion and understanding
of “the issue of rape” on this campus. They attempt to promote
an image that condemns rape culture without demonstrating an
understanding of the issue at hand.
The irony behind their opposition to Malcolm’s article lies
in their very ignorance to his point. Jenkins and Eichhorst conclude their letter by saying “If you get to know us, we are very
sincere people who detest rape just as much as the writers of
The Lawrentian.” This statement only reinforces Malcolm’s point
in the first paragraph of his article: “Rape goes unchallenged on
many campuses including Lawrence, producing a rape culture that
needs to end.” What I interpret Malcolm’s words to mean is that
it isn’t enough to “detest rape.” The culture—commonly referred
to as “rape culture”—that desensitizes people to the idea of sexual
harassment and sexual assault needs to be dealt with and challenged rather than ignored.
Malcolm defined rape culture as “an environment in which
sexual violence against people, regardless of gender identification or sexuality is prevalent, normalized and excused in popular
culture.” This includes—but is in no way limited to—sexual
harassment (i.e. calling someone a slut, or making a sexual joke),
the implication that individuals are supposed to have sex with
their significant others, the pressure on men to be sexually dominant and on women to be sexually submissive, trivializing sexual
assault and sexual harassment (i.e. jokes about rape) and the tolerance of these practices.
The problem at hand isn’t whether or not members of Delta
Tau Delta are rapists. The issue that Malcolm brings up is bigger
than both their house and their fraternity, but applies to every
individual on this campus and in our society. I echo their call
for understanding but question their comprehension of the contributing factors, which the article they criticized explained and
discussed.
—Anne Leung ‘16
To the Editor:

Words cannot describe the disappointment and anger we
felt reading May 27's "Specht Pages," where—after launching
a series of misogynistic, transphobic, and otherwise generally
bigoted comments at the general Lawrence community—Specht
suggested that Lawrence return to its 'roots' as a Methodist institution. This sentiment is not only preposterous, but fundamentally
counter to the overall goal of this university.
Though Specht frequently approaches his topics from a
satirical angle, suggesting the ridiculous to frame new discussions about the way we approach things here at Lawrence, this
article somehow lacked that playful tone. We can take a joke, but
it seemed clear that Specht might actually believe what he suggested.
Lawrence is not only a university that thrives on collaboration and co-operation, but a place where existing ideas are meant
to be constantly tested and pushed to their limits, where questioning the status quo is encouraged, and where even those silenced
by our society are occasionally allowed to have their voices heard.
These qualities should not be abridged or even eliminated in
favor of a closed and monolithic institution as Specht suggests,
but fostered.
Specht further suggests that we “return to the beautiful roots
of Lawrence,” but we are unsure to which roots he refers. Would he
prefer to return to the Lawrence of 1928, which invited a speaker
who openly used racial slurs during a ‘comic’ performance and
was unopposed by the student body? Would he prefer to return
to mere decades ago, when trans- and otherwise queer students
feared for their safety on this campus? Or, perhaps, would he still
settle for today, when students across this university who do not
necessarily share Specht’s privileges still find it difficult to get
things done?
Lawrence is far from perfect, but it is becoming easier for students of color, women, LGBTQIA students and those who practice
any religion to find a home. Now is not the time to “return to our
roots;” now is the time to encourage this diversity and continue
moving forward.
—Brienne Colston ‘15
Nathan Lawrence ‘15

breadth of material and are organized according to subject, making it easier to learn about important issues.
Being critical and skeptical
of the media is important, especially in our democratic society.
Individuals must always remain

knowledgeable about the world
and realize that there are two
sides to every story. Rather than
simply accepting what we are told
or what we see, maybe it’s time to
do our own research.
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Rwanda

continued from page 1
Abby Schubach, former co-president and current communications
coordinator for GlobeMed comments on this change.
“Last year we had fewer people donate a lot of money but
this year there were more people donating in smaller amounts
which I think is really great,”
Schubach said.
This year’s show incorporated a wide variety of entertainment from all parts of campus
life. The show included musical performances by Porky’s
Groove Machine, the Involuntary
String Band, Wild Firth, and the
Appletones, as well as skits performed by Lawrence’s Improv
Troupe, Optimistic Feral Children.
In addition to scheduled perfor-

McMillan

continued from page 1
tinually supported by the group
“Justice for Cecily” and members of the Occupy Wall Street
Movement.
However, Claudena Skran,
Professor of Government and
Edwin & Ruth West Professor of
Economics and Social Science,
draws a different conclusion from
McMillan’s case. “It’s been framed
as a test of civil rights but she was
not actively protesting when she
was arrested,” said Skran. “I think
the story is more about the high
incarceration rates in the U.S.”
“Compared to other developed democracies, the U.S. has
much higher incarceration rates,”
continued Skran, “but overall
there’s a tendency in the U.S. to
treat things as criminal offense,
and therefore more people get
caught in the system. Cecily is a
case, but not the only case, of this.”
McMillan’s activism as an
undergraduate at Lawrence
included an anti-Scott Walker
mobilization, in which she helped
organize a rally and student trip to
protest at the capital in Madison,
WI.
“I think she saw herself not

NSSI

continued from page 2
tal health professionals who treat
self-injury or who use highly effective and empirically supported
treatment of Dialectical Behavior

Wind Ensemb.
continued from page 9

own with the members of Wind
Ensemble. This event seems like a
marvelous way for the Lawrence
conservatory to connect with and
give back to aspiring young musicians .

mances, guests came on throughout the day to converse and participate in various sketches and
activities. Raffel reflects on one of
his favorite moments during this
year’s show.
“Having President Burstein
come down was great. I have
wanted to talk to him obviously
and think he’s a cool guy and was
like if we can get him involved
in this thing that would be awesome,” Raffel said.
Morgan Gray, junior and regular guest on Raffel’s show, “On
Patrol,” discusses a specific piece
she was involved with.
“Well, since there are a lot of
bands and other people performing throughout the day, we decided it would be fun to perform a
song. Drunk in Love is kind of
popular right now so we figured,
‘Hey, why not?’ We sang it on the
karaoke version which made it all

the more ridiculous. It was goofy
but it was a lot of fun. Anytime
that you can bring Beyoncé into
something related to charity, it
just makes sense,” Gray said.
Overall, participants enjoyed
the event and felt that it was successful.
“It’s fun seeing people get
together for a cause that actually
means something. There’s sort of
that adrenaline and excitement
when you’re trying to raise money
for something,” Gray said.
“That last hour and a half,
the energy down there is just
the greatest thing. Everyone is so
about it and so there for this cause
and it’s really an amazing feeling,”
Raffel said.
Raffel’s weekly show airs on
WLFM Monday evenings from 7-9
PM. Raffel plans to release a best
of “Radio for Rwanda” podcast
some time this summer.

only as a Lawrence student, but
in a larger group of educators
in Wisconsin,” said her friend
Nicholas Perez, a senior government major. “She saw her individual situation at Lawrence as connected to what was going on in the
political leadership in Wisconsin
with Scott Walker.”
McMillan and Perez became
friends during his freshman year
when she was a senior. “She was
very different and really politically active with a unique voice
that was well heard on campus,”
said Perez.
Skran said she had McMillan
as a student in International
Politics and a required seminar course. She remembers
McMillan’s trip to protest Scott
Walker while a student in one of
Skran’s courses.
“She was very involved in
the teacher’s union and is very
concerned about politics, especially labor rights,” Skran said.
“Her father is labor organizer in
Georgia which is a Right to Work
state, so she grew up in a family
that was essentially very involved
with the labor movement. She
came from a very political background and was very interested
in what was happening (with the
anti-Scott Walker movement).”
“What’s cool about Cecily

is she would take things a step
further and engage people,” said
Perez. “She taught me to not be
afraid of having those conversations and about the importance
of that initial aggression, fire, and
passion within you.”
McMillan is currently serving her 3 month sentence, 5 year
probation and community service,
and her two weeks spent in Rikers
Island will count towards her 3
months. Perez wondered about
what her next move will be after
her sentence and what positive
outcomes she may draw from the
experience.
“I believe in Cecily,” he said.
On May 18, the day before
her sentencing, McMillan wrote
an exclusive statement for The
Lawrentian courtesy of Stan
Williams from Justice for Cecily.
McMillan composed this from
Rikers Island’s Rose M. Singer
Center.
For those of you who directly
lent a hand in shaping me, it is
only now that I fully realize the
breadth of that endeavor. Thank
you for your love - and for your
patience.
You held me to a standard
that I often feared I could not &

would not meet - but you pushed
me through - “light, more light!”
You taught me to listen to
others - to approach each new
idea, each new encounter with
respectful curiosity, but you also
taught me to stand up for myself,

to hold fast to my convictions once
I had carefully chosen them.
It really took a village - without Lawrence University, I would
not be the person I am today.

Therapy (DBT). This includes
intensive group therapy and one
on one therapy
“I really liked the fact that
if you look at the whole thing
overall, it’s going towards a holistic approach,” said freshman
neuroscience major Deepankar

Tripurani who attended the
event. “It’s more like we’re going
to attack NSSI on multiple fronts
like the cognitive reductionist
approach from the west and the
understanding and acceptance of
zen buddhism from the east.”
There are also residen-

tial treatment centers and the
National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline number - 1-800-273TALK (8255).
Hilt concluded her presentation by highlighting preventative
measures.
“Engage in self-care, relax-

ation, and good emotion regulation,” explained Hilt. Teach problem solving through positive activities available when they feel bad
and let them know there are other
options to relieve distress.

The concert concluded with
a very entertaining piece by the
highly regarded contemporary
composer William Bolcom. His
“First Symphony for Band” is a
refreshingly original and fun work
that doesn’t take itself too seriously, unlike the work of some other
contemporary composers who
work in the tradition of classical

music. In this symphony, Bolcom
combines serious classical music
with aspects of cabaret music—he
spends half of his time playing
piano as part of a cabaret duo with
his wife, who sings.
The first movement is highly
discordant and reminiscent of
jazz, more serious, while the second movement and the rest of the

piece turn more and more sardonic. The last movement alternates
between a solemn funeral procession and parade music, in a rather
topsy-turvy, Mardi Gras spirit. The
meter becomes more and more
off-kilter towards the end and the
music is abrasive, loud, and discordant throughout, even during
the sections of funeral procession

music.
This was a highly enjoyable
and bittersweet evening of music.
Wind Ensemble will surely miss
its dedicated and talented seniors,
but has many exciting possibilities
to look forward to in the future.

“Yiddish”

cally compelling mystery, but it
also contains political, social and
religious commentary, as well as
hilarious and masterful prose.
Chabon has in the past extolled the
merits of genre fiction, and after
reading “The Yiddish Policeman’s
Union,” it seems like the reason
might be that he likes to see what
he can do within the very limits
he’s stretching.

“My dearest Alma Mater,
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Liz Armstrong

—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

News Editor:
Rose Nelson

—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each
submission for clarity, decency
and grammar.

Managing Editor:
Danny Davis
Design Editor:
Laura Udelson

Associate News Editor:
Brenna Ori
Features Editor:
Claire Hoy
Opinions & Editorials Editor:
Jon Hanrahan
Arts & Entertainment Editor:
Devin Ross
Sports Editor:
Zach Ben-Amots
Variety Editor:
Amaan Khan

—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity,
decency and grammar.
—Guest editorials may be arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the publishing date.

Members of
the Associated
Collegiate Press

continued from page 9
miss the smallest detail that just
pulls everything together seamlessly.
With
“The
Yiddish
Policeman’s Union,” Chabon
stretches and redefines the limits
of the traditional mystery novel.
His book does contain a fantasti-

Photo Editor:
Abedin Rafique
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Mackenzie Rech
Copy Editors:
Andrea Johnson
Maggie Ward
Circulation Manager:
Patsy Kealey
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Sarah Golden
Staff Artist:
Cori Lin

—Cecily”

